The children of the Noisy-le-Grand Family Promotion Center:
Leonardo, 13 years old, dreams that people protect the environment.
Chaddy, 10 years old, dreams of being first in the class.
Rihaneh, 7 years old, dreams of the end of the confinement.
Chams, 6, dreams of having a camera.
Henri, 5 years old, dreams of becoming a superhero.
Emmanuel, 5 years old, Maria, 4 years old.
Alexandro, Eddy 11, Simon 8, Aron 9,
Denisa 12 years old, Sara 7 years old.

The children of the Noisy-le-Grand Family Promotion Center:
Marian, 9 and Kullen, 6, Clichy La Garonne - France
Melanie, 9 years old, Reunion Island
"For tomorrow, I dream that everyone is in good health."
Leany et Malel
"For tomorrow, my dream is to go to Poudlard School of Wizards."
Samuel, 7, Brussels Belgium
"For tomorrow, I dream of going to Poudlard School of Wizards."
Samuel, 7, Brussels Belgium

Helen, 4 and a half years old - France
"...My little hands that can do anything like a magician..."
Gaëlig, 11 years old, Brest - France
"...beach, vacation, pool."
Lea - 8 years old, Dole - France
"For tomorrow, I dream to be able to get out of the house..."
Lea - 8 years old, Dole - France

"For tomorrow, we dream of peace in the world and that no one is isolated."
Marion, 9 and Kullen, 6, Jone sur Erdre, France

"For tomorrow, we dream of peace in the world and that no one is isolated."
Marion, 9 and Kullen, 6, Jone sur Erdre, France

Gaelle, 11 years old, Brest - France
"To tomorrow, we'd all like to get together, play together, be friends with one another."
So, think of the circle with everyone...

To which children around you and around the world do you want to express your friendship?
Who do you want to greet?
What kind of world do you imagine for tomorrow?
They can be dreams for yourself, your family, your neighborhood or for the world.

"My dream for tomorrow is that all my friends and family will be healthy. I love you all."
Thank you!
Enzo, Sotteville-lès-Rouen France
"Stay at home!"
Meline, 9 years old, Clichy La Garonne - France
"For tomorrow, I dream of being able to get out safely."
Kellya - 15 years old
Reunion Island
"I dream of everyone being eco-friendly...
Priscille, 8 years old, Montréal, France
"For tomorrow, I dream that everyone is reunited and that no one is rejected."
Louise - France
"For tomorrow, I dream that everyone is reunited and that no one is rejected."
Louise - France

"Peace and Love."
Nina, France
"For tomorrow, I dream of choosing the circle everyone..."
Clement, 5 Brussels Belgium
"For tomorrow, I dream that everyone is reunited and that no one is rejected."
Louise - France
"For tomorrow, my dream is to go to Poudlard School of Wizards."
Samuel, 7 Brussels Belgium
"For tomorrow, I dream of everyone being eco-friendly...
Priscille, 8 years old, Montréal, France
"Peace and Love."
Nina, France
"For tomorrow, I dream of peace in the world and that no one is isolated."
Marion, 9 and Kullen, 6, Jone sur Erdre, France
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